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ARCTIC’S STRONGEST SEA ICE BREAKS UP FOR THE FIRST TIME
ON RECORD

Sea ice has a bright white surface so that nearly 80% of the sunlight that strikes it is
reflected back into space. When sea ice melts, it exposes the darker ocean surface.
The dark water does not reflect solar energy but instead absorbs 90% of the sunlight
while heating the ocean and causing Arctic temperatures to rise further. In climate
science, this is called the albedo effect, and, it is a vicious feedback loop. The Arctic
Ocean’s thickest and oldest sea ice is located to the north of Greenland and in the
Canadian Archipelago. The seawater in this area is frozen all year-round. The media
has reported broken records for heat waves, floods, droughts, and wildfires in the
world’s temperate zones; it also broke records in the Arctic, the fastest warming
region on Earth. In an ominous sign of biosphere collapse, The Guardian reports that
these frozen waters have been opened up twice this year due to warm winds as well
as climate change driven heatwaves in the northern hemisphere.
Read more on Daily Kos.
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HALF THE WORLD'S SCHOOLS LACK CLEAN WATER,
TOILETS AND HANDWASHING

Nearly half the world’s schools lack clean drinking water, toilets and
hand washing facilities, putting millions of children at risk of disease,
experts. Almost 900 million children have to contend with a lack of
basic hygiene facilities during their education, putting their health at
risk and meaning some have to miss school. World leaders have signed
up to global pledges to provide safe water and hygiene facilities for all
and ensure every child gets a comprehensive education by 2030 under
the UN’s sustainable development goals. Nearly a third of primary and
secondary schools lacked a safe and reliable drinking water supply,
affecting nearly 570 million children, and just over a third of schools
lacked adequate toilet facilities, affecting more than 620 million
children.
Read more at Thomson Reuters.
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GUATEMALA'S MAYAN TOWNS DECLARE WAR ON
... PLASTIC
For years, everything on the streets of San Miguel Petapa has
come packaged in plastic bags or served on foam plates with
plastic silverware. Most of this plastic ends up in sewers and is
flushed out onto the streets when it rains. Until now. In June, Luis
Reyes, the mayor of this municipality, banned all single-use
plastics. Starting in August, at the end of a two-month information
campaign, any store or street vendor caught packaging or selling
his merchandise in plastic or foam needs to shell out between
US$150 and $650, a hefty fine for a country with a per capita
income of $11 a day. Guatemala is among the 10 nations most
affected by extreme weather. Town after town across this Central
American nation is banning or mulling regulations on plastics amid
growing evidence that nonbiodegradable waste is choking and
killing the country’s lakes and rivers. The is being led by traditional
Mayan communities desperate to preserve their national habitat.
The plastic industry is fighting back with lawsuits and
counterarguments.
Read more at OZY.
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OMINOUS 'HUNGER STONES' REVEAL
ANCIENT WARNINGS AS EXTREME
WEATHER PLAGUES EUROPE

In some parts of central Europe, it’s so dry that grim
specters of droughts past are slowly emerging from the
rivers, giving warnings to all those who can see them.
Boulders inscribed with messages like “Wenn du mich
siehst, dann weine" If you see me, weep) are becoming
visible as the Elbe’s water line drops to warn of bad
harvests, starvation, and high food prices alongside lists of
previous droughts going back to 1417. A dozen of these
rocks are becoming visible all over central Europe, warning
those who see them of woe. Hunger stones are rocks
marked to show when the water level in a river has gotten
low enough to signify disaster is at hand. They are found in
historically German-speaking areas of central Europe.
Read more at Big Think.
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CALIFORNIA LINKS EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS
TO ECONOMIC GROWTH
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The report shows that even as the state implemented
stricter emissions standards than other states and most
countries, its economy continued to grow faster. The 10th
edition of the California Green Innovation Index is
produced by Next10, a non-profit research and education
firm, and Beacon Economics, a California economic
research and consulting firm. The report shows that even
as California implemented stricter emissions standards
than other states and most countries, its economy
continued to grow faster. California passed its own climatechange regulation in 2006, which set a goal of reducing
greenhouse-gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. The
Green Innovation Index shows that since AB32 passed,
greenhouse gas emissions have dropped slightly more than
the national average, while per capita GDP in the state
outpaced national growth by more than 35 percent.
Read more at Green Car Reports.
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PEOPLE STILL AREN’T WEARING
SUNSCREEN AND MELANOMA RATES ARE
RISING

The prevalence of melanoma, the deadliest form of skin
cancer, is growing in the US. The trend is a bit perplexing.
Scientists have a thorough understanding of how
ultraviolet radiation from the sun damages the skin and
acts as a carcinogen—and, more importantly, we have an
affordable, easy-to-obtain solution. Modern sunscreens
that protect against both ultraviolet-A and ultraviolet-B
rays have been around since the 1970s. Simply, we’re
not protecting ourselves from the sun nearly as much as
we should be. There are mineral-based sunscreens
(usually zinc oxide or titanium oxide) that offer a highamount of protection from UV rays.
Read more at Quartz.
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CHINA'S SWINE FEVER OUTBREAK
COULD CROSS BORDERS

The U.N.’s Food and Agriculture Organization is
warning an outbreak of African swine fever in China
could jump the border to neighboring countries in
Southeast Asia or the Korean Peninsula. The FAO said
in a news release Tuesday that outbreaks have been
reported in four different Chinese provinces. It said
the distances between each outbreak of up to 1,000
kilometers (621 miles) mean the virus could spread to
other Asian countries. African swine fever poses no
direct threat to humans but threatens to devastate
China’s crucial pork industry. China is the world’s
biggest pork producer, accounting for about half the
world’s population of swine at around 500 million
head. China has culled more than 24,000 pigs and
imposed strict quarantine and disinfection efforts to
stamp out the virus.
Read more at AP News.
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IN THE FUTURE, WE’LL ALL HAVE STDS,
JUST LIKE IN THE PAST

High sexually transmitted disease rate in 2017 in the
United States based on preliminary figures shared by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The U.S.
saw just under 2.3 million people diagnosed with
syphilis, gonorrhea, or chlamydia in 2017. Chlamydia
was the worst offender with 1.7 million new cases, and
about 45 percent of those to contract the STD were
women between the ages of 15 and 24. In 2016, we saw
roughly 200,000 fewer cases compared to 2017, and
back in 2013, the number was 600,000 less than 2017’s
figure. According to David C. Harvey, executive director
of the National Coalition of STD Directors (NCSD), “It’s
not a coincidence STDs are skyrocketing — state and
local STD programs are working with effectively half the
budget they had in the early 2000s.”
Read more at Futurism.
Credit: LEFT AND CENTER: NIH IMAGE GALLERY/FLICKR (CC BY-NC 2.0); RIGHT: ZEISS MICROSCOPY/FLICKR (CC
BY-NC-ND 2.0)
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GRASSROOTS LEADERS PROVIDE THE BEST HOPE TO A
TROUBLED WORLD

Winston Churchill famously claimed that of all human qualities, courage was the
most esteemed, because it guaranteed all others. He was right. Courage—moral
courage—is the companion of great leadership. No politician could ever be
viewed as exceptional unless he or she had it in spades. And historically there
would have been no social progress if not for the presence of specific humans
dissenting and breaking from herd-inspired suspicion and fear. At best, courage is
self-sacrificing, non-violent, modest and based on universal principles—and
immensely powerful. My hope lies in a set of people not widely known
internationally, but familiar to those in the human rights community. They have
no state power to hide behind: instead, they step forward. They are the leaders
of communities and social movements, big and small, who are willing to forfeit
everything—including their lives—in defence of human rights.
There are grassroots leaders of movements against discrimination and
inequalities in every region…the real store of moral courage and leadership
among us. At a meeting in 2017 in Guatemala with civil society, all the activists
representing their different communities backed each other fiercely, spoke as
one human rights movement—and their power left a lasting impression on me.
Read more at The Economist.
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SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY:
CAN THE GREAT LAKES CONTINUE TO FEND OFF
AN INCREASINGLY THIRSTY WORLD

On the rocky beach at Little Girls Point County Park in Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula, the power and immensity of the lake seems
immutable. Peter Annin, the author of The Great Lakes Water Wars,
which examines the fight to protect the lakes from an encroaching
and increasingly water-starved world, has stood in the dry ocean
bed of Central Asia’s Aral Sea and reflected upon the fragility of
such seemingly infinite resources. The Aral was once the fourth
largest inland body of water in the world. But the Soviet diversion
of Aral water in the 1950s to grow crops dried up 90 percent of the
lake in the span of a generation. At least partly because of the
lesson learned from the fate of the Aral Sea, withdrawals from Lake
Superior and its four sister lakes are regulated by a hard-won eightstate protective agreement called the Great Lakes Compact and a
companion document that provides oversight in Ontario and
Quebec.
Read more at Ensia.
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SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:
HUNGER, DESPAIR, DRIVE INDIGENOUS GROUPS
TO LEAVE VENEZUELA

Widespread food and medicine shortages, skyrocketing inflation,
political unrest and violence are causing hundreds of thousands,
millions of Venezuelans, including a growing number of
Indigenous people, to abandon their homeland and seek refuge
abroad. The Warao, Venezuela’s second largest Indigenous
group, were already in poor shape at home, where an HIV
epidemic has ravaged traditional communities in the Orinoco
Delta. Scores of Warao children have also died of measles. There
are at least 26 Indigenous groups in Venezuela. As the situation
there continues to unravel, more assistance is needed to help
those uprooted from their lands, who see no prospect of return
any time soon.
Read more at UNHCR.
Credit: UNHCR/Reynesson Damasceno
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"Doing business as usual without
changing and making big decisions
and big ideas, Africa will remain poor,
remain importing food, remain
vulnerable to climate change, won't
have enough seeds [and] fertilizer,
and will continue producing
substandardly to what people can
eat…Governments are a very critical
partner but always the weakest link
in the partnership, [they] think they
have what it takes but they lack the
incentive to know how to measure
and communicate progress.”
Boaz Keizire, head of policy and
advocacy at the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa and co-author
of the new just released Africa
Agriculture Status Report.
Read more at Devex.
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EVENTSTABLE
DATES

CONFERENCE

LOCATION

REGISTER
Please e-mail
aghn2017.research@gmail.com for more
information

Sept. 29th

7th Annual Action Global Health Network
Conference

Ottawa
Canada

Oct.
8th-12th

5th Global Symposium on Health Systems
Research

Liverpool
England

http://healthsystemsresearch.org/

Oct. 18th

Integrative Health Institute Conference

Edmonton
Canada

https://www.ualberta.ca/integrative-heal
th-institute

Nov.
6th–13th

Course announcement: The Struggle for
Health

Savar
Bangladesh

https://iphu.org/en/announcement/iphu
-savar2018

Nov.
8th-9th

Workshop: Rules of the Road 2.0

Washington
USA

https://www.cugh.org/events/workshoprules-road-20

Nov.
15th-19th

4th People’s Health Assembly

Dhaka
Bangladesh

https://archive.phmovement.org/en/nod
e/10805

Nov.
19th-21st

Canadian Conference on Global Health

Toronto
Canada

https://archive.phmovement.org/en/nod
e/10805

Chicago
USA

Panel and Abstract proposal deadline August 25, 2018

Mar.
8th-10th

10th annual CUGH Conference - Translation
and Implementation for impact in Global
Health
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SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA:
NEW(ISH) BOOK: OUR FUTURE
DEPENDS ON A NEW RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE NATURAL WORLD

Credit: Tim Flach

Before matriculating at the University of the Arts London, Tim Flach took a foundation
course to study techniques of design. His childhood had involved a lot of drawing and
painting, and he spent many days sketching landscapes and natural settings. He’d never
seriously tried photography as a medium until one of his course instructors told the
students to go to the London Zoo to work on compositional exercises with a camera. Flach’s
remarkable, award-winning photography is an exercise in exploring such relationships.
Since publishing Equus (2008), a collection dedicated to horses, he has produced a series of
extraordinary photographs including Dog Gods (2010) and More Than Human (2012), all of
which combine the art of portraiture with wildlife photography in ways that draw out the
sameness between us and wildlife, as opposed to a sense of otherness. Flach’s most recent
collection, Endangered (2017), takes his animal portraiture to a whole new level. Portraits
of animals both iconic and exotic draw undeniable parallels between us and them, whether
it be a Yunnan snub-nosed monkey striking a contemplative pose or a mother chimp rocking
her baby. Flach is driven to draw us closer to the natural world.
Read more at The National Magazine of the Sierra Club.
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THERESA MAY IN AFRICA: THE KEY
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

Credit: Number 10 / CC BY-NC-ND

During a recent week-long trip to several African countries, United Kingdom Prime Minister Theresa
May pledged to deliver “a radical expansion of the U.K.’s presence in Africa,” the heart of which is a
£4 billion ($5.13 billion) investment strategy, largely channeled through the U.K. government’s
development finance institution, CDC. But aid experts have questioned whether May will be able to
get her government to deliver on the ambitious plan, and also expressed concerns that using the aid
budget to boost trade and investment on the continent could compromise pro-poor development.
Speaking in Cape Town, South Africa, on the first day of a trip in which she also visited Nigeria and
Kenya, May spoke of a "fundamental strategic shift" in U.K. aid spending, which would put
development “at the heart of our international agenda — not only protecting and supporting the
most vulnerable people but bolstering states under threat, shaping a global economy that works for
everyone, and building cooperation across the world in support of the rules-based system.” She
pledged to maintain the 0.7 percent aid target.” Development spending will “not only combat
extreme poverty, but at the same time tackle global challenges and support our own national
interest,” she said. The rationale for going after Africa is obvious: It is home to five of the world’s
fastest-growing economies, and by 2050 it is estimated a quarter of the world’s population will be
living in the region.
Read more at Devex.
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MYTHS ABOUT AID AND CHARITY

Credit: Getty

There are plenty of good reasons to donate to charity and increase our foreign aid spending. But
myths about the effectiveness of aid persist, making many people concerned about donating. Let's
separate fact from fiction.
Myth 1. ‘We already spend a vast amount on foreign aid’
Myth 2. ‘The money we have spent has had little or no effect’
Myth 3. ‘The problem is so large, my giving can make no real difference’
Myth 4. ‘Charity begins at home: we should solve our own problems first’
Myth 5. ‘Aid is useless due to corruption in the governments who receive it’
Myth 6. ‘Aid just makes developing countries dependent on handouts’
Myth 7. ‘Because it leads to overpopulation, aid only increases the problems’
Myth 8. ‘We don't need charity; we need political action’
Myth 9. 'Economic growth is going to lift people out of poverty. We should just focus on growth'
Myth 10. 'We should only support health systems strengthening instead of supporting ‘vertical’
interventions that might not be sustainable'
Read more at Giving What We Can.
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THIS $1 NECKLACE IS HELPING
THOUSANDS OF INDIAN KIDS LEAD
HEALTHIER LIVES

Credit: Bradley Clift/Yale

Every year, roughly 500,000 children in India under the age of five die from vaccine-preventable
diseases. Only 40% of mothers in the district of Udaipur in Rajasthan, India receive the
recommended four antenatal care checkups. Community health workers play a key role in making
sure children are receiving necessary vaccines at the right time. However, without reliable health
records, health workers sometimes must rely on a mom’s memory to provide care, making decisions
less accurate or beneficial to the child. But Khushi Baby, winner of the Johnson & Johnson GenH
Challenge, hopes to change that. A group of Yale students recognized that the lack of consistent
record-keeping posed a major threat to the health of babies in India. The Khushi Baby team created
a low-cost, waterproof, battery-free pendant necklace that contains a digital copy of the wearer’s
health history to help mothers and health care workers keep better records and ensure records are
always on hand. It was designed with the community to reflect a culturally-accepted talisman that
wards off bad spirits. Khushi Baby’s creative, community-informed approach provides an innovative
solution to a critical problem that saves lives.
Read more at Global Citizen.
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MILLIONS HIT BY SEVERE FLOODING
IN CHINA'S SICHUAN, GANSU
PROVINCES

Credit: An RFA interviewee

Authorities in the southwestern Chinese province of Sichuan have declared a state
of emergency after a mountainous region was hit by floods and landslides
following days of torrential rain. Thousands of travelers were left stranded after
landslides and floods blocked major highways and the severe weather affected
flights at Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport, where 34 flights were delayed
and seven canceled on Thursday. The provincial flood control agency has issued a
red alert for landslides and other "geological disasters," and a top-level emergency
response for flooding in the region. Water levels on a number of major rivers in the
region have risen over the warning line, while flooding in the provincial capital
Chengdu disrupted traffic. Some 900,000 local residents have been affected, with
more than 100,000 forced to evacuate from their flooded homes. Beijing sent
rescue teams to the stricken regions to "guide relief efforts." Local people are
worried that as the rains keep coming and the waters keep rising, that there is a
growing threat to human health and safety, sources told RFA.
Read more at Radio Free Asia.
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GENDER ASSUMPTIONS THAT
CHALLENGE A QUALITY EDUCATION
FOR GIRLS IN UGANDA

Credit: GPI/Children's Fund

Uganda has made significant progress in promoting girls’ education in recent years. Policies improving
access and enrollment have been reformed, primary enrollment rates have increased dramatically, and more
girls than ever are completing school at all levels. Policies like the Gender in Education Policy and the
National Strategy for Girls’ Education highlight the importance of gender mainstreaming—Integration of
gender interventions, measures and experiences for improving gender equity in the curriculum and
ensuring education equality at all levels. Gender-sensitive pedagogy—which seeks to ensure that all
learners have equal opportunities to learn—has also been included in Uganda’s new national teacher policy,
a significant step towards gender equality in education and beyond. In this context where gender inequality
persists, the implementation of gender-sensitive and gender-responsive pedagogyhas been challenging.
There are many stereotypes of how girls and boys are raised and treated, at home, school, and in the
professional world. This likewise translates into how they are taught in the classroom, where teachers
traditionally have lower expectations and biases against female students. This situation has led to low
participation in school leadership, co-curricular clubs, class activities, and sometimes an even higher
dropout rates among girls. Consequently, the absence of gender-sensitive pedagogy has also led to a
mismatch between what boys and girls study at school versus what is desired by the labor market. For
example, there are more boys taking science subjects compared to girls. Students, in particular girls, are
thus lacking much needed 21st century skills and their learning outcomes are below standard. As such,
women are less likely to be employed compared to men, because culturally, women are still seen as less
capable than men are.
1. Gender is synonymous with girls.
2. Girls’ issues are only a senior woman’s responsibility. Gender-sensitive pedagogy is time consuming.
3. Teachers are the only ones who struggle with gender-sensitive pedagogy.
These assumptions about gender and gender-sensitive pedagogy threaten the progress made in girls’
education in Uganda. As a 2018 Echidna Global Scholar, I will analyze data collected from teachers and
students to explore ways to close the policy and implementation gap in gender-sensitive pedagogy.
Educating girls can have tremendous ripple effects to the economy and society. As Harriet Martineau, often
cited as the first female sociologist says, “Women, like men, must be educated with a view to action or their
studies cannot be called education.”
Read more at Brookings.
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Protestors Outside
Global Climate Action Summit
San Francisco, California
September 13, 2018
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